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WIPO Meetings
WIPO/CEPGL

Industrial Property
Seminar Organized by WIPO and the Economic
Community of the Great I^akes Countries

2. that future work under the aegis of WIPO and
CEPGL should comprise an examination of the
possibilities:
(i)

of cooperation between the three countries
concerning, in particular, the modernization of
the national industrial property administrations,
the institution within those administrations of
services providing information to the public and
opportunities for exchanging information
among the industrial property administrations
of the three countries of CEPGL;

(ii)

of harmonizing the laws and procedures relating
to industrial property;

(iii)

of accession by the three countries, in particular,
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), to the
Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks and to the Hague
Agreement Concerning the International
Deposit of Industrial Designs;

(Gisenyi, May 28 to June 1, 1984)
NOTE*
An Industrial Property Seminar for the countries of
the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries
(CEPGL). organized jointly by WIPO and CEPGL, was
held at Gisenyi, Rwanda, from May 28 to June 1,
1984.
Industrial property experts from the three member
countries of the CEPGL, Burundi. Rwanda and Zaire,
took part in the Seminar. The list of participants follows
this Note.
The aim of the Seminar was to provide information
on:
— the role of industrial property in development;
— WIPO and its development cooperation program;
— the international treaties in respect of industrial
property;
— the possibilities of harmonizing national industrial
property laws.
The Seminar heard papers on these topics presented
by representatives of WIPO. The program also
comprised papers by experts from Burundi, Rwanda
and Zaire dealing with each country's experience in
industrial property, and also a paper by an expert from
CEPGL on the importance of the industrial property
system in the countries of the Great Lakes.
Following this introductory Seminar, the industrial
property experts of the three member countries of
CEPGL adopted various recommendations and passed
a vote of thanks to the organizers of the Seminar. The
experts recommend in particular:
1. that the efforts undertaken by each of the three countries with a view to establishing legislation taking
into account both their specific needs in the field of
industrial development and the need to take decisions that are in compliance with the provisions of
the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property be pursued;
* Prepared by the International Bureau of WIPO.

(iv) of intensifying the training of officials from the
three countries by taking advantage, in
particular, of the possibilities offered by WIPO
within the framework of its development cooperation program.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS*

I. States
Burundi: M. Gahungu; D. Barumpozako; B. Boyayo. Rwanda: A.
Scbudanga; T. Uzabakiliho; B. Murekezi; L. Sebantu. Zaire: Lukusa
Kayembe Nkaya; Makiona Ma Banzuzi; Kjvuath Kaj Kotokotu; W.
Yaek'Olingo.

II. Observers
Banque des F tats des Grands Lacs (BDEGL): J. Ndabubaha. Multinational Programming and Operational Centre (MULPOC): Si nan n zi C.

III. WIPO and CEPGL
WIPO
L Thiam (Director. Development Cooperation and External Relations
Bureau for Africa and Western Asia); F. Baileys (Head. Industrial
* A list containing the titles of the participants may be obtained
from the International Bureau.
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Properly Law Section. Industrial Property Division); J.-C. Petit (Head.
Regional Center of the National Institute for Industrial Properly,
Bordeaux).
CEPGL
Kasasa Cinyanta Mutati (Deputy Executive Secretary); Ndagijimana
W. (Director. Political. Legal. Social. Cultural and Scientific Affairs/;
Noutinamagara A. (Acting Head of Division): Nsanzumuco G. /Acting
Head of Division); Vundji di Munongo (Acting Head of Division);
Senyana V. (Head of Section); Ibambasi A. (Head of Section); Kalumbi
Maghaniryo (Official).

Paris Union
Committee of Experts on
the Grace Period for Public Disclosure of
an Invention Before Filing an Application
First Session
(Geneva, May 7 to 11. 1984)
NOTE*
The 1984/85 program of the International (Paris)
Union for the Protection of Industrial Property (see
document AB/XIV/2, Annex A, item PRG.03(4))
provides that the International Bureau of WIPO
prepare a study on the question—with arguments for
and against—whether patent laws should provide that
where an invention is publicly disclosed by the inventor
before an application is filed in respect of that
invention, such disclosure will not affect the invention's
patentability if, within a certain period (six or 12
months) (the so-called "grace period"), an application is
filed by the inventor of the said invention. The study
should deal particularly with the question of the desirability of having a uniform solution to this question
among all countries and the possible measures to
promote or secure such uniformity.** It was also agreed
that, in addition to this study, the International Bureau
of WIPO proceed with the study of other questions of
harmonization of patent laws. As a first step in that
direction, the Director General of WIPO convened, in
Geneva, from February 13 to 15, 1984, a meeting of
consultants in order to obtain expert advice in the
preparation of the said study, which subsequently was
published as document GP/CE/I/2.
In accordance with the recommendations of the
consultants, the study concludes that it is necessary and
also fully justified to find a uniform solution providing
* Prepared by the International Bureau.
** The question of the period of grace for invention disclosure is
discussed in several special studies published in Industrial Property
(see Industrial Property. 1982. pp. 279 to 290).
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for a general grace period at the international level in
order to achieve harmonization of national laws and
regional conventions on the question of non-prejudicial
disclosure of inventions. In the sense of the study, a
"general grace period" is understood as one that would
cover the following three categories of non-prejudicial
disclosure: (a) a display of the invention at an exhibition
by the inventor or by a third party with his agreement:
(b) an unlawful disclosure of the invention by a third
party, based on lawfully or unlawfully acquired information, frequently also called "disclosure in consequence of an abuse" (e.g., theft or violation of a promise
to keep the invention secret): and (c) a disclosure of the
invention by the inventor or lawful disclosure by a third
party of a kind not covered by (a) or (b) (e.g.. disclosure
by publication in the form of a scientific article or a
lecture or by public use. in particular, use made in order
to test the invention). More succinctly, a general grace
period would cover disclosures made by the inventor or
by a third party based on information acquired from, or
in consequence of acts performed by, the inventor. Principles of a solution that could form the basis for a text of
a draft treaty were proposed by the Group of Consultants and included in the study.
The study was submitted for discussion to the
Committee of Experts on the Grace Period for Public
Disclosure of an Invention Before Filing an Application, which held its first session in Geneva from May
7 to 11, 1984 (hereinafter referred to as the "Committee
of Experts"). Eleven States, one intergovernmental
organization and eight international non-governmental
organizations were represented. The list of participants
follows this Note. The Delegations of each State and
representatives of the organizations expressed their
views on the principles of a solution proposed in the
study and commented on the substance and conclusions
of the study.
Several delegations and most of the organizations
expressed strong support for the solution proposed in
the study, militating in favor of the proposed general
grace period system. Other delegations expressed reservations as to the proposed system of a general grace
period.
The Committee of Experts recommended that the
International Bureau of WIPO should circulate the
study, where appropriate, with amendments, together
with the report of the session of the Committee of
Experts, to all member States of the Paris Union for the
Protection of Industrial Property and to all interested
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, giving them an opportunity to comment. The
revised study is reproduced hereafter.
The Committee of Experts noted that the International Bureau of WIPO, after having examined any
comments received from governments and organizations, would convene its second session with the
purpose of continuing in more detail the consideration
of the question under study and possibly to consider
other questions of harmonization of patent laws. In
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addition to studying the question of the grace period, the
objective of the study, in particular, would be to deal
with those questions which are relevant for the introduction of automated patent procedures and for facilitating the entry into the national phase of the procedure
under the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

GRACE PERIOD FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE OF AN
INVENTION BEFORE FILING AN APPLICATION:
EXISTING LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS;
ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST
A GRACE PERIOD;
DESIRABILITY OF A UNIFORM SOLUTION*
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Paragraphs

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS*

I. States
Brazil: P.R. Franca. Denmark: L. Osterborg. France: M. Hiancc.
Germany (Federal Republic of): I. Koch; F.P. Goebel: H. Bardehle.
Italy: S. Samperi. Japan: H. Tokunaga; S. Ono. Soviet Union: A.D.
Kortchaguine. Sweden: E. Tersmeden. Switzerland: J.-M. Souche; K.
Hunzikcr. C. Bertschingcr. United Kingdom: J.P. Britton. United
States of America: M.K. Kirk; G.L. Skillington.

II. Intergovernmental Organization
European Patent Organisation (EPO): G.D. Kolle.

III. International Non-Governmental
Organizations
Asian Patent Attorneys Association (APAA): T. Yamaguchi. Center
for the International Study of Industrial Property (CEIPI): P.Nuss.
International Association for the Advancement of Teaching and
Research in Intellectual Property (ATRIP): J. Straus. International
Association for the Protection of Industrial Property (AIPPI): A.E.
Brincr. International Federation of Industrial Property Attorneys
(FICPI): J. Beier. International Federation of Inventors' Associations
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IV. Officers
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Properly Law Section).

* A list containing the titles of the participants may be obtained
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I. Introduction
1. The 1984/85 program of the International (Paris)
Union for the Protection of Industrial Property
provides that the International Bureau will prepare a
study on the arguments—for and against—patent laws
providing that, where an invention is publicly disclosed
by the inventor before a patent application is filed in
respect ofthat invention, such disclosure will not affect
the invention's patentability if, within a certain period
(six or 12 months), a patent application is filed by the
inventor for the said invention. The said program indicates that the study should deal not only with patents
but also with other titles of protection of inventions.
Finally, it states that the said study will deal particularly
with the question of the desirability of having a uniform
solution to this question among all countries and the
possible measures to promote or secure such uniformity
(see document AB/XIV/2, Annex A, item
PRG.03(4)).
2. The present document contains a study prepared by
the International Bureau, taking into account the
comments of the Committee of Experts on the Grace
Period for Public Disclosure of an Invention Before
Filing an Application (hereinafter referred to as the
"Committee of Experts"), which, in the implementation
of the program referred to in paragraph 1 above, met in
Geneva from May 7 to 11, 1984 (see document
• This is a copy of WIPO document GP/CE/I/2 Rev., of July 27,
1984, constituting a revised version of document GP/CE/I/2 of
March 21, 1984, except that the annexes of that document are not
reproduced here.
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GP/CE/I/3), and at that meeting discussed the draft of
this study (contained in document GP/CE/I/2).
II. Scope of the Study
A. The Cases to be Covered
3. This study deals with a particular feature of the
definition of the state of the art under national patent
laws and international conventions, namely, an
exception from the rule according to which public
disclosure of an invention has the effect that the
invention is included in the state of the art and thus is no
longer patentable because it has lost its novelty. The
exception concerns the case of the so-called "non-prejudicial" disclosure. For the purposes of this study, "nonprejudicial disclosure" means a public disclosure which
is considered as not having the effect of destroying the
novelty (and, therefore, the patentability) of the
invention, because it originates from the inventor
himself or, if it is made by a third party, is based on
knowledge of the inventor's invention lawfully or
unlawfully acquired by that third party. Under national
patent laws and international conventions which
provide for such an exception, a non-prejudicial
disclosure is only recognized as such if it occurs during a
certain period of time, usually six or 12 months,
preceding the filing date of the patent application
pertaining to the invention. This period of time is
generally called "grace period." This term has been criticized sometimes as inappropriate, since the period
during which disclosures do not cause any prejudice
should be seen, not as a "grace" for the inventor who
should be entitled to have his invention protected even
if it is disclosed before filing, but as a benefit for society
resulting from the inventor's disclosure of his invention.
Nonetheless, the term "grace period" will be used in this
study, since it is widely used and understood; it is
intended to identify a period of time during which
certain disclosures made are not considered prejudicial
for the purpose of novelty of the invention in question,
provided an application is filed within that period.
4. As stated above, the non-prejudicial disclosure can
either originate from the inventor himself or from a
third party.
5. The concept of a non-prejudicial disclosure originating from the inventor comprises, within the meaning
of this study, also disclosures' originating from a
successor in title of the inventor, including a successor
in title by law, such as an employer who has claimed, as
required under a number of national laws, an
employee's invention; it also comprises, for the purpose
of this study, disclosures originating from another
original owner of the invention, such as an employer
1

In this study, references to disclosure are meant to refer to public
dislosure, since the study deals with an exception to the rule that public
disclosure forms part of the state of the art.
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who, under certain laws, is granted automatic
ownership of the invention without need for a transfer
or assignment of the ownership of the invention from
the inventor to his employer.2 In this study, the term
"inventor," unless otherwise indicated, covers therefore
any original owner, as explained above, of the invention
other than the inventor and any successor in title of the
inventor or other original owner.
6. If the non-prejudicial disclosure originates from a
third party, it may be based on information about the
invention which is lawfully acquired, and which is also
lawfully disclosed, because it is provided by the
inventor or with his authorization, without a confidentiality obligation. For instance, this may be the case
where the inventor communicates his invention to a
prospective licensee or purchaser of articles manufactured by the inventor in accordance with the invention
and the said prospective licensee or purchaser engages
in public tests leading to a disclosure. While it is the
inventor who usually makes non-prejudicial disclosures
himself, he can also authorize others to make such
disclosures without thereby changing the character of
such a disclosure to a prejudicial one. This applies, for
example, where the inventor authorizes an industrial
development organization to communicate the
invention to a potential licensee or to test the invention
publicly and where this activity leads to authorized
disclosure of the invention.
7. The disclosure of the invention originating from a
third party may also be based on information of the
invention which is unlawfully acquired and which is
then disclosed, or which is lawfully acquired, but unlawfully disclosed. The former is the case where the information is obtained by theft or fraud from the inventor
or from another third party having lawfully acquired the
information. The latter is the case where the information, lawfully acquired by a third party, is passed on
to another third party or otherwise disclosed in breach
of confidentiality.
8. A non-prejudicial disclosure of the invention by the
inventor or by a third party lawfully or unlawfully
disclosing information about the inventor's invention
must be distinguished from the situation where the
same invention has been made independently by a third
party and disclosed by that party or by somebody who
acquired information about the invention from that
party. This latter case—that of the disclosure of an independently made invention—is of no concern for, and is
not covered by, this study.
9. Attention is also to be drawn to the distinction
between the concept of a grace period and that of a
priority right. A priority right establishes a period after a
- This is the case, for example, in France (Section lier of the Patent
Law as last amended on July 13. 1978) and in the United Kingdom
(Section 39 of the Patents Act 1977). The French law (Section \ieri3))
obliges the employee and the employer to "refrain from making any
disclosure which would compromise, in whole or in part, the exercise
of the rights afforded under this Law."
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given event, during which any subsequent disclosure,
even if independent of the invention concerned, no
longer can destroy the novelty of the invention. The
grace period, which is the only subject of this study,
removes merely certain disclosures, originating from
the inventor, or from a third party based on information
acquired from the inventor, from the prior art and
renders them "non-prejudicial" to the novelty (and,
therefore, the patentability) of the invention in relation
to which the said disclosure was made.
10. A few national laws, in fact, grant, either in addition
to or instead of providing for a grace period, an internal
right of priority3 based on a prior disclosure made by the
inventor. In other words, the inventor, under such laws,
is not only protected against a loss of novelty caused by a
non-prejudicial disclosure, but he also has a right to
backdate the priority date of the application for the
protection of his invention to the time at which the
non-prejudicial disclosure was made. This leads to
protecting him additionally against applications for
independently made inventions filed during the time
between the prior non-prejudicial disclosure of the
invention and the filing date of his application.
11. A different approach to the question of non-prejudicial disclosure is taken by the law of the United States
of America. That law, as set out in its Section 102(b),
defines kinds of disclosures to be included in the state of
the art, and therefore as a bar to novelty, namely,
patents and other printed publications in the United
States of America or abroad and public use and sale in
the United States of America, if they have been issued or
have occurred more than one year prior to the date of
the application for patent in the United States of
America. That definition has the effect that certain
disclosures are not included in the state of the art,
namely, patents and printed publications issued
anywhere in the world and public use and sale occurring
in the United States of America not more than one year
prior to the date of application for patent in the United
States of America, as well as public use and sale abroad
without any time limits. To the extent that the said
disclosures originate from the inventor and do not relate
to public use or sale abroad (which could not be
considered as a case of a grace period since the latter acts
are never relevant for the state of the art), they can be
understood as benefiting from a grace period. To the
extent, however, that the said disclosures do not
originate from the inventor but originate from a third
party who independently has made the same invention,
the terms "non-prejudicial disclosure" and "grace
period" are not appropriate because there is no question
of granting a "grace." Moreover, in these latter cases the
provision of Section 102(a) must also be taken into
3
The term "internal right of priority" is used herein to distinguish
it from the (international) right of priority established by Article 4 of
the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property. As
regards examples of laws granting an internal right of priority, sec
paragraph 17, below.

account where such disclosures occurred before the date
of invention (as distinct from the date of application for
a patent); this means that the grant of a patent is
prevented when the invention is known or used in the
United States of America by persons other than the
inventor or when it has been patented4 or described in a
printed publication anywhere in the world (in the other
case, where a disclosure originates from the inventor, it
logically could only occur after the date of invention);
thus, the date of invention could be understood as a date
of priority after which disclosures of the invention are
irrelevant for the patentability of the invention unless
Section 102(b) applies. It should be noted, however, that
although the aforementioned system represents a
particular approach, it is not in conflict, and therefore
would be compatible at the national level, with (he
concept of a general grace period, as proposed in this
study (see below, paragraphs 37 to 48).
12. However, the usual solution applied by national
laws containing provisions on non-prejudicial
disclosure by the inventor, or by a third party, is to
provide for a grace period before the filing or priority
date of the application for a title of protection during
which, depending on the national law, a restricted or a
rather large number of kinds of cases of disclosure is
considered non-prejudicial. Many national laws
provide only for a very limited concept of non-prejudicial disclosure for which a grace period is granted.
Some provide for a broader concept. The following are
characteristic categories of non-prejudicial disclosures
for which national laws grant a grace period:
(a) The first category is that of a display of the
invention at an exhibition by the inventor or by a third
party with his agreement (non-prejudicial disclosure at
an exhibition).
(b) The second category is that of an unlawful
disclosure of the invention by a third party, based on
lawfully or unlawfully acquired information (unlawful
non-prejudicial disclosure). This category is frequently
called "disclosure in consequence of an abuse."
Examples are theft or violation of a promise to keep the
invention secret.
(c) The third category is that of a disclosure of the
invention by the inventor or lawful disclosure by a third
party of a kind not covered by (a) or (b) (lawful nonprejudicial disclosure other than at an exhibition).
Examples are disclosure by publication in the form of a
scientific article or a lecture or by public use (in
particular, use made in order to test the invention).
13. The objective of this study is firstly to analyze the
existing situation concerning the granting of a grace
period with respect to all three categories of non-prejudicial disclosure and secondly to make recommendations for possible solutions on the national and interna'The term "patented" is further modified by Section 102(e) to
include certain patents, even though issued later than the date of
invention, resulting from an application filed prior to the date of
invention.
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tional levels. It is to be noted, however, that, while most
national laws provide for a grace period in all or some of
the cases of categories (a) and (b), only very few laws
provide for a solution in the case of category (c). In
recent international discussions of the question of the
grace period, this situation has been found to be unsatisfactory. It is, therefore, natural that the study puts
particular emphasis on the question whether and to
what extent the grace period should cover not only the
non-prejudicial disclosure at an exhibition (category (a))
and the unlawful non-prejudicial disclosure (category
(b)), but also any lawful non-prejudicial disclosure other
than at an exhibition (category (c)). This would lead to a
grace period which would cover all three categories of
non-prejudicial disclosure referred to above and would
therefore be independent of the circumstances or the
purpose of the disclosure, but, naturally, would not
cover disclosures on the basis of independently made
inventions. This kind of grace period, for the purposes
of this study, will be called a "general grace period."
Consequently, the study will concentrate on analyzing
the main arguments for and against a general grace
period and on making recommendations for possible
solutions on the national and international levels with
respect to that form of grace period.
B. Information Used for This Study
14. This study is only based on legislative provisions
(laws; not regulations). It does not take into account
court decisions. Although this means that the information used for the study is not complete for every
' country, the relevant legislative provisions are generally
precise and may be safely interpreted without reference
to any court decision. Annex I to this study contains a
comparative table showing the essential substantive
features of the relevant legislative provisions (procedural features, such as conditions of claiming the grace
period, and questions of proof are not covered at this
stage). It is to be noted that the information on legislative provisions supplied in this document has not
been verified by the authorities of the countries
concerned. Annex II reproduces the relevant provisions
and the commentary thereto of the WIPO Model Law
for Developing Countries on Inventions.
C. Countries Covered
15. This study covers the laws of the countries in which
the number of titles of protection granted for inventions
was more than 3,000 in 1982, namely: Argentina,
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, France, German Democratic Republic,
Germany (Federal Republic of), Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Netherlands, Poland, Soviet Union, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States of
America. In addition, the provisions of the European
Patent Convention have been taken into account.
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III. Existing Legislative Provisions5
A. Non-prejudicial Disclosure at an Exhibition
16. The laws of practically all countries covered by this
study recognize—either expressly, or implicitly in the
framework of a general grace period—that disclosure of
an invention at an exhibition, to the extent and under
the conditions defined by the applicable national law,
does not destroy its novelty. The national laws are based
on Article 11 of the Paris Convention for the Protection
of Industrial Property, which prescribes that the countries party to that Convention are obliged to grant "in
conformity with their domestic legislation,...temporary
protection to patentable inventions, utility models,...in
respect of goods exhibited at official or officially recognized international exhibitions held in the territory of
any of them." The wording of Article 11 is very vague,
however. For this reason, an attempt was made at the
Lisbon Diplomatic Conference in 1958 to revise Article
11, but without success, and it does not appear promising to try a further attempt to revise it. The vague
wording of Article 11 has led to widely different national
legislation offering a wide range of solutions, going from
effective protection to practically inexistent protection.
This is due, in particular, to the different ways in which
the various concepts of Article 11 are interpreted.
(a) The obligation to grant temporary protection is
qualified by the words "in conformity with their
national legislation." This leaves complete freedom to
the national legislator in implementing the principle of
temporary protection in its national law and is even
interpreted by some countries as permitting no
protection at all.
(b) The concept of "temporary- protection" is not
defined. The Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property is silent on the nature of the
temporar>' protection to be granted. Basically, two
concepts are applied under national law. One is to grant
a special right of priority, starting from the date of the
opening of the exhibition or from the date of the introduction of the invention at the exhibition and requiring
the filing of an application for protection within a
certain period of time thereafter. Another, and the most
common form of temporary protection, is to provide for
a grace period, preceding the filing or priority date of the
application for a title of protection for which the
disclosure is non-prejudicial.
(c) Article 11 speaks of exhibition at official or officially recognized international exhibitions, but it does
not define these notions and, in particular, does not
specify the conditions under which an exhibition is to be
considered official and which authority is to recognize
* For Part III of the study, the terminology and in particular the
definitions of "non-prejudicial disclosure" and "inventor" are. when
national law is described or referred to, those used in the relevant
national law and not those referred to in paragraphs 3 and 5, above.
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an international exhibition as official. Some laws, in
particular the European Patent Convention and the
laws of those of its member countries considered for this
study (except Austria and Belgium), follow the
restrictive approach of the Strasbourg Convention on
the Harmonization of Certain Points of Substantive
Patent Law of 1963, which defines "official or officially
recognized international exhibitions" as meaning only
exhibitions which arc registered under the Convention
relating to International Exhibitions of November 22,
1928. as revised by the Protocol relating to International
Exhibitions of November 30, 1972, by the International
Exhibitions
Bureau,
established
under
that
Convention.6
(d) Interpretations also differ on the question of
whether the obligation to grant temporary protection is
limited to exhibitions held on the country's own
territory (e.g.. Czechoslovakia, Soviet Union) or
whether it applies to exhibitions held on the territory of
any country of the Union. It is evident that the former
limitation of the said kind of protection would largely
eliminate its practical usefulness at the international
level.
(e) The length of the period for which the temporary
protection must be granted is not specified in Article
11.
17. As to the nature of the "temporary protection" (see
paragraph 16(b), above), six countries among those
covered by this study provide for the solution of
granting a priority right (see paragraph 10, above), four
of them (Austria, Brazil, Czechoslovakia and Poland)
instead of a grace period, and two of them (German
Democratic Republic and Spain) in addition to a grace
period. Austria provides for a priority right which starts
*Scc publication of the Protocol, with the annexed revised
Convention, issued by the International Exhibitions Bureau (Bureau
international des expositions), Paris.
Only universal (general as to fields) and specialized exhibitions
which are organized by States and in which other States participate
qualify. Minimum intervals of 10 to 20 years must be respected
between universal exhibitions; for specialized exhibitions, minimum
intervals of five to 10 years apply. A number of other very strict
conditions (invitation through diplomatic channels, a minimum
duration of three weeks, exclusion of exhibitions of an essentially
commercial nature, an elaborate registration procedure, etc.) ensures
that very few exhibitions qualify for acceptance and registration. From
1928 to 1981, only eight universal exhibitions and less than 50
specialized exhibitions were registered, which means an average of less
than two international exhibitions a year for the entire world. For the
period 1980-1983. only four exhibitions have been registered with the
International Exhibitions Bureau: Specialized Exhibition on Hunting
(Plovdiv, Bulgaria. June 14 to July 12, 1981); Floriade (Amsterdam.
Netherlands, April 8 to October 10. 1982); Specialized Exhibition on
Energy (Knoxville. Tennessee. U.S.A., May 1 to October 31, 1982);
International Horticultural Exhibition (Munich, Federal Republic of
Germany. April 28 to October 9, 1983) (sec Official Journal EPO. April
1979. July 1981. and January 1983). For the period 1984-1986. only
four exhibitions have been registered so far by the International Exhibitions Bureau: The International Garden Festival (Liverpool, U.K.,
May 2 to October 21. 1984); The World of Rivers—Freshwater, the
Fount of Life (New Orleans. Louisiana. U.S.A.. May 12 to
November 11. 1984): Home and the Environment—Science and Technology in the Service of Man in His Home (Tsukuba, Japan. March 17
to September 16. 1985); and Transport—Man on the Move
(Vancouver. Canada. May 2 to October 13. 1986)(see Official Journal
EPO. January. 1984).

on the date on which the invention reached the premises
of the exhibition and which expires three months after
the closing of the exhibition. Brazil provides for a oneyear priority right as of the filing of a priority claim with
the industrial property office before the actual display of
the invention. In Czechoslovakia, the priority right
starts on the date the article was displayed at the exhibition and an application must be filed within three
months from the close of the exhibition. The German
Democratic Republic and Poland provide for a priority
period of six months from the date of the first display.
Spain provides for a priority right which starts on the
date on which the invention was admitted to the exhibition and expires one year after that date. The other
countries dealt with in this study provide for a grace
period and do not grant a priority right.
18. As to the question of what kind of exhibition qualifies for "temporary protection," a great diversity of
approaches exist under national law. As stated above,
the European Patent Convention and the laws of seven
of those of its member countries included in this survey
limit the kinds of exhibition to those registered under
the Convention relating to International Exhibitions of
1928 (France, Germany (Federal Republic of), Italy,
Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom). Other countries follow a broader approach.
For example, Brazil and Japan admit any official or
officially recognized exhibition and Australia any officially recognized exhibition, whether national or international. The German Democratic Republic admits any
(national or international) exhibition without requiring
it to be official or officially recognized.
19. As to the length of the grace period, as one of the
forms of "temporary protection," and the date on which
it expires (i.e., the date from which it is calculated back),
there are considerable differences among the countries
surveyed in this study. A six-month grace period
expiring on the filing date of the application is provided
for by the European Patent Convention and the national
laws of the member States of that Convention which
have adapted their laws to the said Convention, except
Switzerland. Switzerland also grants a six-month grace
period which, however, expires on the priority date,
when priority is claimed, and on the filing date, when no
priority is claimed. Countries with a general grace
period (such as Canada and the United States of
America; as to the meaning of "general," see paragraph
23, below) provide for longer periods, which expire on
the filing date (for example, in Canada it is two years,
and in the United States of America it is one year). In
both countries, however, this grace period applies only
to disclosures at exhibitions held in the country, since
public use or sale at foreign exhibitions is not a
disclosure included in the state of the art and, therefore,
does not require an exception in the form of a grace
period. The German Democratic Republic and Spain go
even further and provide the "grace" without any
period; in other words, a disclosure at an exhibition
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meeting the requirements of the law is non-prejudicial,
regardless of the time when it occurred.
B. Unlawful Non-Prejudicial Disclosure
20. The case where an invention is disclosed by a third
party on the basis of unlawfully acquired information is
covered—either expressly or implicitly—by the
majority of the laws considered in this study. It is
frequently called a disclosure in consequence of an
abuse. Thus, the European Patent Convention and the
laws of those member countries of the European Patent
Convention which are covered by this study and which
have followed, for this category of non-prejudicial
disclosure, the approach of the European Patent
Convention (France, Germany (Federal Republic of),
Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom) contain express provisions to the effect that a
disclosure which is due to or in consequence of an abuse
in relation to the applicant or his legal predecessor does
not destroy the novelty of the invention if it occurred
within the six months preceding the filing date (Switzerland: six months preceding the priority date). Most of
those laws do not define the term "abuse"; however, the
law of the United Kingdom expressly mentions several
cases, such as when the disclosure was due to or in
consequence of the invention having been obtained
unlawfully or in breach of confidence. Similar specific
provisions are contained in the law of Australia (for
example, inventions published without the applicant's
knowledge and consent).

country benefit from the grace period. As regards acts of
public use or sale performed abroad, they need not
benefit from a grace period because they never form part
of the state of the art. In Canada, the situation is largely
the same, except for the duration of the grace period,
which is two years. Under the law of Belgium, only use
by the inventor, or by a third party for non-commercial
purposes or outside Belgium, qualifies as disclosure not
destroying novelty but not printed publications or
commercial use by third parties inside Belgium. This
means that non-prejudicial disclosures at an exhibition
(category (a)) are largely covered. Unlawful non-prejudicial disclosures (category (b)) are only covered where
made in the form of use for non-commercial purposes
or outside Belgium, whereas lawful non-prejudicial
disclosures other than at an exhibition (category (c)) are
only covered if made in the form of use by the inventor
or use by a third party for non-commercial purposes or
outside Belgium. Thus, the Belgian law recognizes cases
of non-prejudicial disclosure from all three categories,
but it does not recognize all of the cases that could fall
under the three categories.
24. The following other countries grant a grace period
for cases of lawful non-prejudicial disclosure other than
at an exhibition:
Australia:

(a) six months before filing, in case of
publication in a paper prepared by the
actual inventor and read before a
learned society or published with his
consent by or on behalf of such a
society; (b) one year before the priority
date, in case of necessary public testing
by the applicant, patentee or predecessor in title or by another with his
consent: (c) without time limit, in case
of publications to the Commonwealth
or a State or an authority thereof, or a
person authorized by the Commonwealth or a State to investigate the
invention;

Japan:

six months before filing, if the invention
is first disclosed by the person with the
right to the patent in connection with an
experiment or the presentation of a
dissertation in a printed publication or a
paper to a study meeting held by a scientific body; it has been decided that
publication in the Patent Gazette is not
a case of printed publication of a dissertation; under the practice of the
Japanese Patent Office, in respect of
prior disclosures in printed publications
and in communications to a scientific
body, the matter disclosed before filing
must be identical to the invention
claimed in the patent application; in
respect of those disclosures, it is also
required that they be made by the

21. The laws of the United States of America and
Canada do not expressly mention the case of abuse
because they provide for a general grace period (see
paragraph 23, below). On the other hand, Austria and
Belgium do not have a provision dealing with the case of
abuse.
22. Japan has essentially the same provision in this
regard as the European Patent Convention.
C. Lawful Non-Prejudicial Disclosure Other Than at an
Exhibition
23. The United States of America and Canada provide
for what in essence is a "general grace period," including
also the cases of lawful non-prejudicial disclosure. In the
law of the United States of America, any patent or other
printed publication describing the invention, whether
published in the country or abroad, and any public use
or sale of the invention in the country not more than one
year prior to the date of the application for patent in the
United States of America, constitutes a non-prejudicial
disclosure; public use or sale abroad is not relevant for
the state of the art regardless of when it occurs. In other
words, the one-year grace period is general, since both
patenting or description in a printed publication inside
and outside the country and public use or sale in the
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inventor and not by other persons; at the
time of filing the patent application, a
statement to that effect has to be made,
followed, within a short time limit, by
evidence as to compliance with those
requirements;
Soviet Union: public use within four months before
the inventor files an application for an
inventor's certificate.
25. Brazil grants a priority right for certain cases of
lawful non-prejudicial disclosure other than at an exhibition, if such disclosure is made by the inventor. Under
the Brazilian law. before a patent is requested, a claim to
priority may be safeguarded where the author intends to
demonstrate his invention or to communicate it to
scientific organizations, and the certificate which is
issued of the filing of such a priority claim is valid for
one vear.

IV. Arguments For and Against
a General Grace Period
26. Whereas in respect of the cases of non-prejudicial
disclosure at an exhibition (category (a)) and of unlawful
non-prejudicial disclosure (category (b)) the existing
legislative provisions do not seem to present many basic
differences but largely (though not unimportant) differences only in questions of relative detail, fundamental
differences exist in respect of the cases of lawful nonprejudicial disclosure other than that at an exhibition
(category (c)). Should there also be a grace period for
public use by the inventor (for example, in order to test
the invention) and for oral and written disclosure by the
inventor (for example, in a communication for scientific
purposes)? Since, in the ongoing international
discussion, usually no distinction is made between the
various cases of category (c) and the desire is expressed
to combine all three categories referred to above under a
"general" grace period, the question can be put in the
following way: should there be a general grace period for
any disclosure by the inventor or by a third party, that is.
for any disclosure falling under any of the said three
categories?
27. If it is agreed that there should be a general grace
period, in principle, then the next question that arises is
whether its advantages and objectives can be realized in
any other way than through a uniform and internationally applicable solution.
28. These questions have been discussed during recent
years in international associations concerned with
industrial property, in particular, the International
Association for the Protection of Industrial Property
(AIPPI) and the International Federation of Patent
Agents (FICPI): those associations have passed
favorable resolutions in support of a general grace

period which is uniform and internationally applicable.
29. The following arguments have been presented in
favor of a general grace period:
(a) Because of lack of knowledge of patent laws not
providing for a general grace period, inventors may
disclose their inventions without being aware that,
under such laws, such a disclosure destroys the novelty
of the invention. In the usual case where such disclosure
occurs a few months before filing, the general grace
period would preserve the novelty of the invention.
Although in large enterprises, management can take
appropriate steps to inform staff about possible risks
resulting from disclosure of technical achievements,
lack of knowlegde of patent law is a particular problem
for independent inventors and for young employees
especially in small and medium-sized enterprises.
Inventions are also frequently made by people who do
not have a high level technical education. In fact, inventions are not only made in research laboratories but also
as the result of the practical implementation of technical
activities. Therefore, not all inventors can be expected
to have sufficient knowlegde of patent law. Scientists
constitute another group of inventors who make inventions in the course of their work but frequently do not
have the knowledge of patent law. In fact, employers of
scientists, such as universities and research institutes
financed from public funds, frequently do not even have
an interest in the patenting of inventions made by
employed scientists and thus do not take any measures
in order to disseminate information about possibilities
regarding patenting and the risk resulting from early
disclosure. To the contrary, early publication of the
results of research is frequently encouraged. Although it
can be argued that lack of knowledge of the law has
never been recognized as an excuse for not complying
with it and that each enterprise or institution has an
interest in ensuring appropriate education of its staff,
patent protection should not be refused to inventions
just for the sake of maintaining principles for which
exceptions have already been granted anyway. Particularly in view of the importance of technical innovation
under the present economic circumstances, it is
important to keep the patent system open to all inventions which have been made, thus encouraging
inventors and promoting technical progress and innovation. Of course, even under the laws which have
adopted a grace period, the problem of lack of
knowledge of the patent law exists. Under these laws, it
can happen that an inventor discloses his invention and
files a patent application after the expiration of the grace
period (six or 12 months), thus destroying the patentability of the invention even if he were to invoke the
grace period. However, in this respect, although the
grace period cannot be an absolute guarantee that inadvertent disclosure by the inventor will not have any
prejudicial effect, it can, nevertheless, prevent such
effects in the great majority of cases. Typically, only a
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few months pass between the first disclosure of an
invention by the inventor and the filing of the patent
application. The system should be so designed as to
cover the greatest possible number of cases.
(b) Inventors may have to disclose their inventions.
without being able to insist on confidentiality, in order
to seek financial or technical assistance before they are
able to apply for protection. In particular, inventors
lacking sufficient financial means face such a problem.
Of course, patent laws should encourage inventors to
file patent applications as soon as possible and to keep
inventions confidential until the filing of an application.
Confidentiality is important in order to prove unlawful
disclosure by third parties, a case recognized by many
laws as giving rise to a grace period. Inventors should
also be encouraged to file an application for an
invention in the form in which it first appears and
subsequently to file further applications, if, as the result
of testing, the invention has been improved. However,
high costs are involved in filing several applications for
the same invention; not only patent office fees but also
patent agent fees have to be paid, although, in some
countries, needy inventors can receive assistance with
respect to such fees. Furthermore, filing patent applications for half-ready inventions should not be encouraged. Finally, there can exist a situation where an application cannot yet be filed and nevertheless the invention
has to be disclosed without a confidentiality agreement,
but not because the inventor lacks the financial means
for filing the application and thus has to disclose the
invention in order to obtain financial assistance from
other sources. For example, the development of an
invention can require that certain devices be supplied
by other persons or entities, and those devices can be
described only if the invention is disclosed.
(c) Frequently, an inventor must disclose his
invention to an enterprise when submitting an offer or a
response to an inquiry or invitation to supply. Under
those circumstances, the inventor runs the risk that the
disclosure may reach the public because, in his
disclosure to the enterprise, he probably cannot oblige
the enterprise to keep the invention secret, as large
enterprises usually do not accept confidentiality clauses.
A disclosure to the public may in particular occur where
the enterprise, having obtained the information on the
invention, uses this information for competitive
tenders. Without a general grace period, such a
disclosure destroys the patentability of the invention.
Frequently, large corporations which buy components
for their products ask several prospective suppliers of
such components (typically small or medium-sized
enterprises) for offers, and such offers usually have to be
made with full disclosure of the inventions incorporated
in the component. In such a case, the disclosure to the
large corporation amounts to a public disclosure,
because, typically, such a corporation will not be ready
or able to guarantee confidentiality and sometimes even
discloses the invention to competing suppliers. The
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components offered by the prospective suppliers
usually still have to be adapted to the particular needs of
the large corporation, which change in the course of the
negotiations, so that it is not worthwhile to file patent
applications at each stage of the development of an
invention incorporated in a component. In such a case,
without a grace period, the prospective supplier cannot
avail himself of patent protection which he will need in
particular where the invention is used—whether by
himself or by a competitor—for the production of the
component. On the other hand, it is true that, even
under such circumstances, certain suppliers of
components have the habit of filing patent applications
at each stage of an invention which might possibly be
used for a component. Moreover, confidentiality agreements should be sought. However, it is doubtful
whether, in view of the usually weaker negotiating
power of the supplier, this is realistic.
(d) In order to optimize and then to be able to
describe an invention fully, it may be necessary to test it
first. Certain inventions, such as inventions relating to
machines to produce certain products, frequently
cannot be tested in the enterprise which produces the
machine but only in the enterprise which will use the
machine. Thus, prototypes of such machines will be put
at the disposal of other enterprises for testing purposes,
with the consequence that inventions incorporated in
such machines will be disclosed. Similar problems arise
with the testing of inventions which necessarily have to
take place in public, such as with agricultural machines.
surf boards, transportation equipment and certain
consumer goods. Precautions to keep tests secret will
attract attention, and even disclosure to persons who are
not technical experts may destroy novelty.
Nevertheless, it may not be practical—and sometimes
not even possible—to file a patent application before the
invention has reached the required degree of technical
maturity after the necessary testing.
(e) An inventor may disclose a technical idea before
he realizes that the idea is an invention. Moreover, the
development of an invention frequently is an operation
involving several steps; intermediate steps may already
constitute inventions and may lead to disclosures,
although, under the circumstances, the inventor may
prefer, or may be obliged, to file an application for a title
of protection only once his invention has reached a
mature stage. Of course, if the making of the invention
involves several steps, some of which already constitute
inventions, immediate filing of patent applications at
each step should be encouraged. Nonetheless, in manycases, filing is justified only where the invention appears
to be technically mature, and patent offices should not
be burdened with applications concerning inventions
which technically are not mature. Sometimes, an
inventor does not even realize that he has made an invention before he discloses it and discusses it with others.
In those cases, the invention can be clearly identified
onlv as a result of the feedback from the disclosure.
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(0 There is a tendency among inventors to communicate an invention in a publication or a public presentation to scientific circles before filing an application for
a title of protection. Scientists not only have the habit,
but also frequently are obliged, to publish their discoveries and inventions as soon as possible. The grace
period thus is of particular importance to scientists,
especially those involved in rapidly developing high
technology research, such as in genetic engineering, and
for scientific institutions and universities where the
number of inventions is rapidly increasing.
30. When examining those arguments, it is to be borne
in mind that for inventors seeking protection in more
than one country a general grace period can only
produce its full advantages if the system is truly international in the sense that a uniform rule is adopted in all
those countries and, in particular, that the grace period,
where a priority is invoked, does not expire on the filing
date (which would help only in the country of first filing)
but on the priority date. However, progress will be
achieved already if, in addition to those countries which
at present have a general grace period, some more countries were to adopt such a grace period, provided that,
for all countries with a general grace period, that period
were to expire at the priority date.
31. It is to be noted that the arguments presented above
in favor of a general grace period for the inventor
equally apply with respect to enterprises owning inventions made by their employees and that, in particular,
small enterprises cannot avoid public disclosure of
inventions for testing purposes because—in contrast to
large enterprises—they normally do not have the facilities to do the testing within their own premises and thus
to keep the inventions secret. Moreover, small enterprises normally are more in need of financial or technical assistance and may have to disclose inventions for
obtaining such assistance. Finally, it is to be noted that
inventors and enterprises in developing countries typically face the same difficulties but to an even greater
extent and thus have a particular interest in a general
grace period. An inventor in a developing country typically lacks financial means, requires assistance for the
testing of an invention and has to disclose the invention
in order to test it and to seek assistance. This has been
taken into account by the WIPO Model Law for Developing Countries on Inventions, which recommends the
adoption of a general grace period of one year, covering
any disclosure forming part of the prior art under that
Law. provided it is "by reason or in consequence of acts
committed by the applicant or his predecessor in title"
(Article 114(3)) or "by reason or in consequence of an
abuse committed with regard to the applicant or his
predecessor in title" (Article 114(4)). For the text of the
relevant provisions of that Law and the commentary
thereto, see Annex II. Moreover, inventors in developing countries are in particular need of an internationally applicable grace period system, as the local
market is generally not sufficient for their inventions.

32. The following arguments have been presented
against a general grace period.
(a) The rule that public disclosure of an invention
has the effect that the invention is included in the state
of the art (and, therefore, must be held also against the
inventor himself if he has publicly disclosed his own
invention) represents a legal principle which is clear and
easy to apply and thus should be maintained to the
largest extent. The exceptions—achieved through a legal
presumption—in cases of non-prejudicial disclosure at
an exhibition and of unlawful non-prejudicial
disclosure are fully sufficient.
In answer to this argument, it could be said that,
although the clarity and easy applicability of a legal
principle is an important factor to be considered in
formulating a legal solution, the principal consideration should always be whether the law effectively
responds, and, if not, how it can best respond, to the
needs created by an existing practical situation. As
the cases mentioned in the arguments outlined in
paragraph 29 show, a general grace period is not only
useful to correct the prejudicial consequences of
inadvertance or ignorance on the part of the
inventor; it is also necessary to prevent what
otherwise would be an obvious injustice, namely, the
loss of the novelty of an invention by reason of the
inventor having to disclose his invention as a result
of technological, economic and business requirements and practices in connection with the testing,
financing and selling of an invention.
Furthermore, the concept of the state of the art is not
the same in all national laws and, even in those
countries which apply the principle of absolute
novelty in the strictest sense, certain exceptions are
made from that principle; thus, one cannot object
against the grace period because it constitutes an
exception to the standard of novelty; since an
exception is generally admitted for unlawful
disclosure, disclosure of an invention by the inventor
or with his authorization should be dealt with in the
same way; the public does not notice whether a
disclosure was lawful or unlawful.
(b) Whereas the application of a grace period in the
cases of non-prejudicial disclosure at an exhibition and
of unlawful non-prejudicial disclosure already creates
problems of proof, such problems would increase
considerably if a general grace period were established.
In this respect, concern is sometimes voiced that the
adoption of a general grace period could give rise to
more frequent and complex problems of evidence, since
not only the fact and time of a disclosure but also its
history (e.g., how knowledge of an invention was
acquired from the inventor) might become an issue
when invoking the benefits of the grace period.
Moreover, if many countries adopt a general grace
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period, then prior disclosures would increase considerably in number.
In answer to this argument, it should be noted that,
although application of a general grace period may
present problems of evidence, experience indicates
that these would be infrequent and not dissimilar
from the problems of evidence already encountered
when the disclosure of an invention, and, in
particular, its date, become an issue in cases where
no grace period is invoked. Besides, most inventions
are made by employees, and employers can exercise
a certain control as regards the disclosure of inventions by employees. It can be anticipated that the use
of the general grace period will be made only in
exceptional cases. Furthermore, any problems of
evidence that the general grace period might present
would be outweighed by its benefits, in particular, in
terms of the legal security it would offer to inventors.
It is also noted, in this context, that the burden of
proof as to the facts justifying the benefits of a grace
period would be with the person invoking the grace
period.
(c) Inventors should be educated to know the patent
laws; ignorance should not be an excuse.
In answer to this argument, it should be noted that,
frequently, and probably in the greater number of
cases, inventions are disclosed prematurely not due
to ignorance but due to the necessities of a particular
situation (e.g., a necessary non-confidential
disclosure to an interested party or for purposes of
testing). Furthermore, it should be noted that the
inventors who are likely to disclose their inventions
prematurely through ignorance, thus destroying
their novelty, are mostly individual inventors who
have had little experience with the patent system or
inventors who do not have much contact with the
patent system, such as field engineers. Principles of
fairness and equity call for providing all such
inventors at least with a remedy such as a grace
period which is limited in time, in order to be able to
correct their mistake and save the patentability of
their invention.
(d) There is some concern that a grace period system
may encourage hasty, incomplete and not easily accessible disclosures of inventions outside a patent application, which, without such a system, would have been
disclosed fully in a patent application but which, under
such a system, may never be disclosed and publicized in
that more widely accessible form if they do not prove
commercially valuable.
In answer to this concern, it should be noted that a
grace period establishes a limited period of time
within which the inventor must apply for protection
and make a full disclosure in order to obtain a title of
protection and that therefore the prior disclosure by
the inventor is replaced, for documentation
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purposes, by the disclosure in the application.
Furthermore, if the inventor concludes that the
invention is not commercially valuable and.
therefore, does not apply for a patent before expiration of the grace period, it could be argued that this
also has its advantages for the patent system and for
the public at large as it reduces the burden on the
patent offices of processing, and on competitors of
opposing, patent applications for inventions which
do not deserve commercial exploitation and as it
avoids the cluttering of patent documentation with
such inventions.
(e) Difficulties have been encountered under those
national laws which require a complete identity
between the matter disclosed and the invention claimed
in order to benefit from the grace period.
In answer to this argument, it should be noted that,
first, the identity requirement cannot apply in cases
of unlawful disclosure and, second, this potential
problem could be avoided in its entirety by not
including such a complete identity requirement in
the solution proposed for a general grace period.
(0 The fact that some countries grant a general grace
period and others do not is in itself considered an
argument against a general grace period. Even if the
establishment of a general grace period were justified in
the interest of inventors and small enterprises, such a
measure is disadvantageous if not taken by all countries
at the same time because an inventor would not be able
to rely on the law of his country alone but would be
subject to the laws of each of the other countries in
which he might be interested in protecting his invention
as regards the determination of whether in each of those
countries a disclosure is prejudicial or not. As long as
many laws provide for a very restrictive recognition of
which non-prejudicial disclosures fall within the grace
period and some do not provide for a grace period at all.
it is highly risky for the applicant to rely on a general
grace period.
In answer to these arguments, it should be noted that
such arguments do not address themselves to the
disadvantages of the system of a general grace period
considered in this study; rather, they point out the
disadvantages of a solution to the grace period that is
not uniform and internationally applicable, at least
among a larger number of countries with an
important foreign filing activity.
(g) A grace period which expires on the filing date of
the application for a title of protection of the invention
helps only in the country of the first application. It can
effectively protect the inventor as regards subsequent
applications in other countries only if it expires on the
priority date. As long as the latter method of calculating
the grace period (so far only applied by Switzerland) is
not more generally recognized, the applicant, in relying
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on a grace period in his own country, runs a considerable risk oflosing the patentability of his invention in
other countries, even in those with a system of grace
period similar to that of his country.
In answer to this argument, it should be noted that,
like the preceding argument, this one also does not
address itself to the disadvantages of a general grace
period, as considered in this study; instead, it
demonstrates why, if and to the extent a uniform
international solution can be achieved, it should
provide for a grace period that expires on the priority
date and not on the filing date of the application,
where a priority is claimed.
(h) A disclosure prior to filing by the inventor might
have the effect that third parties learn about the
invention and can then use it and thus establish a right
of prior use against which the inventor who files an
application after such right has been established cannot
exercise the exclusive right conferred by the subsequently granted patent. Thus, the general grace period,
although it solves certain problems, might at the same
time entail certain risks, in particular for those
inventors who are not sufficiently familiar with the
patent law. Such risks result in particular from the fact
that the existence of the grace period can influence
inventors to delay the filing of applications and first
make a disclosure (possibly with the purpose of
preventing other persons from obtaining a valid patent
for the invention); however, such inventors frequently
will not realize that the disclosure nevertheless can have
the consequence that third parties will establish rights
based on prior use of the invention.
In answer to this argument, it should be noted that
the period of time during which and the type of nonprejudicial disclosure for which it will be possible to
invoke a grace period normally will not enable third
parties to work the invention. There is an important
difference between such a disclosure and the
disclosure of an invention in a patent application.
Moreover, even where an inventor rapidly files his
application and then discloses his invention, it can
still occur that third parties use the invention for
some time without a possibility of preventing such
use, since an exclusive right can only be exercised
after the grant of the patent. Finally, while the institution of a general grace period entails certain risks,
such risks are outweighed by the advantage that
appropriate use of the grace period saves the patentability of inventions which otherwise would have
been lost, thus allowing the general public to obtain,
in due course, the precise disclosure of the invention
in a patent document, which would not have been
made without a grace period and which is usually
superior in quality to other disclosures. In any event,
even with a wider, international solution as now
proposed, use of the grace period, in view of possible
risks entailed, will remain limited to exceptional

cases where it is unavoidable or the only salvation.
V. Desirability of a Uniform Solution
33. Among the arguments against a general grace
period, certainly the strongest is the one based on the
existing diversity of national laws. As already noted,
undoubtedly, not all opponents to a general grace period
are opposed to it because of any inherent disadvantages.
To a large extent, the opposition rather seems to be
based on the consideration that too many obstacles
have to be overcome in order to achieve a uniform
solution in all countries of the world and that it is
therefore preferable to avoid the possible risks a general
grace period may entail if it is not accepted by all countries, or at least by a sufficient number of countries from
which originate important numbers of filings of patent
applications in other countries.
34. Thus, it is clear that a solution to the problems
which a general grace period is intended to resolve can
only be found through international cooperation. If, on
the basis of the arguments referred to in paragraph 29,
and taking into account the need to assist inventors in
all countries of the world, in particular also those in
developing countries, preference is given to the establishment of a general grace period, then action at the
international level is called for in order to achieve
harmonization of national laws and regional conventions. Such action could take the form either of an
international treaty which could be a special agreement
within the framework of the Paris Convention for the
Protection of Industrial Property (in accordance with
Article 19 of that Convention) or of a recommendation
adopted by a competent body, such as the Assembly of
the Paris Union for the Protection of Industrial
Property. While a recommendation might have the
advantage that it can be adopted relatively easily, it has
the disadvantage that it probably would not create sufficient momentum for changing national laws. Therefore,
the adoption of an international treaty appears to be
preferable.
35. As regards the contents of an international treaty,
its provisions should oblige member States to comply
with its requirements concerning a general grace period,
either in their national laws or in a regional treaty by
which they are bound. In this connection, it would have
to be examined whether the treaty should stipulate that
all Contracting States would have to adopt the same
uniform standard of a general grace period or whether it
should only establish a basic standard, a minimum rule,
beyond which certain differences would be allowed. In
the latter case, the treaty could limit the cases of nonprejudicial disclosure which must be covered, thus
introducing as a minimum rule a more restricted
concept than that of a general grace period, but leaving
to the Contracting States the freedom to provide either
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for a general grace period or for a grace period for some
additional specific cases of non-prejudicial disclosure;
or the treaty could establish a minimum time limit (e.g.,
six months), leaving the Contracting States the freedom
to adopt a longer time limit; or it could establish a
maximum time limit (e.g., 12 months), allowing the
Contracting States to shorten the time limit but to not
less than six months. The solution to provide, as a
minimum, that Contracting States are bound only by a
more limitative list of cases of non-prejudicial
disclosure that fall under a grace period should only be
envisaged if agreement on a general grace period
appears to be unlikely. The solution to provide for a
general grace period subject to only a basic minimum or
maximum time limit, with the possibility of adopting a
longer or shorter fixed time limit, respectively, is
certainly easier to achieve than that of a uniform time
limit. Both of these solutions would have the advantage
that an international treaty providing for the possibility
of adopting wider or alternative standards could be
more easily adopted and implemented; however, they
would have the disadvantage that inventors could not
rely on a given international standard, so that the
problem which exists at present (namely, legal insecurity for inventors) would continue to exist, albeit to a
lesser extent. Thus, the ideal solution, but the more
difficult one to achieve, would be the adoption of a
uniform standard. If that cannot be achieved, an intermediate solution would be the adoption of a basically
uniform standard, permitting a reservation for
Contracting States wishing to exclude certain cases of
non-prejudicial disclosure or to adopt a general grace
period whose length would be, for example, twice or half
the length, as the case may be, of the uniform standard.
Such a reservation clause, however undesirable it might
be in view of the needs for a uniform solution demonstrated above, could still be worthwhile considering, as
it might greatly facilitate the adoption of the treaty in
question and would still allow countries to achieve more
uniformity at a later stage by adapting national law to
the uniform standard and withdrawing the reservation,
without any need for a change in the treaty.
36. Several possibilities exist with respect to a uniform
standard. One of the solutions, probably the simplest
and most adequate to meet the objective, appears to be
one inspired by the approach taken by the WIPO Model
Law for Developing Countries on Inventions, which, as
stated above (see paragraph 31), provides in its Article
114(3) and (4) a general grace period for disclosure by
reason or in consequence of acts committed by the
applicant or his predecessor in title or of an abuse
committed with regard to the applicant or his predecessor in title. To make such a solution viable at the
international level, the grace period should, where
priority is claimed, expire on the priority date rather
than on the filing date; otherwise, inventors who rely on
the priority period for subsequent applications in other
countries would hardly have the benefit of the grace
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period in those other countries. As regards the length of
the grace period, the Group of Consultants recommended that the proposal to be submitted in this study
should provide, alternatively, for a period of 12 months,
as in the Model Law. and for a period of six months (see
document GP/GC/I/3. paragraph 23). Evidently, the
period ultimately to be chosen will have to be the one
with respect to which general agreement is easier to
obtain.
VI. Conclusions
37. In full agreement with the recommendations made
by the Group of Consultants (see its conclusions in
paragraph 24 of document GP/GC/I/3), the International Bureau has. as a result of its study, drawn a certain
number of conclusions which should be taken into
account for further work concerning the question of a
grace period. Those conclusions are reproduced in the
following paragraphs. Thereafter, based on those
conclusions, a draft of principles of a solution to be
considered is presented in paragraphs 46 to 48.
38. It is considered necessary and also fully justified to
find a uniform and internationally viable solution
providing for a general grace period at the international
level in order to achieve harmonization, of national
laws and regional conventions, on the question of nonprejudicial disclosure of inventions.
39. The most desirable form for achieving such harmonization is the conclusion of an international treaty
which should be a special agreement within the
framework of the Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property, in accordance with its Article 19.
40. Such a treaty should stipulate that all Contracting
States would have to adopt uniform rules providing for
a general grace period, with the possible exception that,
with respect to the length of the grace period, a limited
flexibility could be allowed as indicated below, although
uniformity even in that respect would be highly
desirable.
41. In order to make the system of a general grace
period viable at the international level, it is essential to
provide for a solution under which the grace period
would expire, where priority is claimed, on the priority
date rather than on the filing date of the application for
the title of protection.
42. The solution to be proposed should provide for a
general grace period in the sense of this study. In other
words, all three categories of non-prejudicial disclosure
dealt with in this study should be covered by the treaty,
namely:
(i) non-prejudicial disclosure at an exhibition by the
inventor or by a third party authorized to that effect
by the inventor,
(ii) unlawful non-prejudicial disclosure by a third
party, based on information lawfully or unlawfully
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acquired from, or in consequence of acts performed
by. the inventor;7 and
(iii) lawful non-prejudicial disclosure other than at an
exhibition by the inventor or by a third party based
on information acquired from, or in consequence
of acts performed by, the inventor.8
Another way of presenting the categories of non-prejudicial disclosure but still covering the same cases would
be to distinguish between non-prejudicial disclosures by
the inventor and lawful and unlawful non-prejudicial
disclosures by third parties, as follows:
(i) non-prejudicial disclosure by the inventor,
(ii) lawful non-prejudicial disclosure by a third party
based on information lawfully acquired from, or in
consequence of acts performed by, the inventor,
and
(iii) unlawful non-prejudicial disclosure by a third
party based on information lawfully or unlawfully
acquired from, or in consequence of acts performed
by. the inventor.
43. It is important to make clear that the inventor
should be protected by the grace period, not only in case
of a full disclosure of his invention, identical with the
subject of his patent application, but that he should also
be protected in the case of any disclosure which, though
not identical, was relevant for the consideration of his
application. Thus, any disclosure falling under the three
categories referred to above, which would otherwise
constitute relevant state of the art to be taken into
account for the examination of the invention, e.g., in a
procedure for the grant of a title of protection, should be
disregarded, even if it pertains only to certain elements
of the invention concerned.
44. There is also the case of disclosure of an invention
by reason of the Patent Office publishing a prior application of the same applicant concerning the same or a
similar invention—i.e., the case where the invention is
the subject of an initial patent application and is later
followed by a further patent application by the same
applicant, possibly in an improved form. This case
consists of several subcases: first, a distinction should be
made between the subcase where the first application
(or a patent granted upon it) has been published before
the filing of the second application, and the subcase
where such publication takes place after the filing of the
7
For the purposes of this study, any disclosure made in good faith
by a third party to whom the invention was communicated by another
third party having unlawfully acquired information about the
invention is considered as an unlawful disclosure.
8
For the purposes of this study, the references in this paragraph and
in paragraph 47 (subparagraph (aXii)). "...information acquired...
in consequence of acts performed by...the inventor," are meant to
include any information acquired not necessarily directly and intentionally from the inventor (e.g., through disclosure to a potential
purchaser of the invention or to an employer), which is understood to
be included under "...information acquired from ...the inventor," but
information acquired as a reasonable and foreseeable result of acts or
statements made by the inventor (e.g., presence at the site where the
invention was tested or sharing a laboratory where the invention was
developed by the inventor).

second application; whereas in the first subcase the
publication has the effect that the invention thus
disclosed becomes part of the state of the art, so that the
question of a grace period would arise, in the second
subcase the contents of the later published application
become state of the art only by means of a fiction established under certain national laws ("whole contents
approach"); in respect of that latter subcase, the
question arises whether the institution of a grace period
should apply or whether a solution should be found by
other methods, in particular, the possibility of
providing for an internal right of priority, as is the case
under some patent laws. Under the first subcase, the
situation under which the second application might
have been filed in another country than the first application, deserves special attention. For the time being, it
would seem advisable that the categories referred to in
paragraph 42 under both subparagraphs (iii) include the
first subcase but not the second one.
45. The proposal should leave open the question
whether the length of the general grace period would be
six or 12 months and should provide for a reservation
clause which, in the case of a six-month period, would
allow for a longer period of 12 months and, in the case of
a 12-month period, would permit a reduced period of
six months.
Principles of a Solution
46. Based on the conclusions referred to above and in
conformity with the draft principles agreed by the
Group of Consultants (see paragraph 24(H) of
document GP/GC/I/3), the International Bureau
recommends considering the principles of a solution
reproduced in the subsequent paragraph. While the
proposal does not restate the three categories of nonprejudicial disclosure referred to above, it intends to
achieve exactly the same coverage and is therefore in
full compliance with the conclusions reached above.
47. The proposed principles of a solution are as
follows:
(a) The Contracting States agree to provide that any
disclosure relevant for the invention shall not be taken
into consideration when determining the state of the art
relevant for that invention, provided that the disclosure
was made
(i) by the inventor, or
(ii) by a third party based on information acquired
from, or in consequence of acts performed by, the
inventor,
and provided furthermore that the said disclosure
occurred not more than [six] [12] months before the
filing date or, where priority is claimed, the priority date
of the application.
(b) [Six-Month Alternative] Each Contracting State
may, when joining the Agreement, reserve the right to
adopt, instead of the period of six months provided for
in paragraph (a), a period of 12 months.
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News from Industrial Property Offices

BRAZIL

General Context of the Problem of
Legal Protection of Computer Software

President of the National Institute of
Industrial Property

Before studying the different methods used in France
and abroad to protect "computer software," some
comments should be made on the terminology and
concepts used, the recency and specificity of protection
requirements, and the principal international conventions capable of dealing with the question.

We have been informed that Brigadier Alvaro Soarcs Brandao
Dutra has been appointed President of the National Institute of Industrial Property.

(a) Terminology and Concepts
SUDAN
Commercial Registrar General
We have been informed that Mr. Saeed Yousif Abdel Mahmoud
has been appointed Commercial Registrar General.

FRANCE

Toward the Protection of
Computer Software:
Present Situation and Proposals
Extracts from the Report of
the Working Croup Established
under the Auspices of INPI (France)
The report Toward the Protection of Computer Software: Present
Situation and Proposals (in French, "Vers une protection des logiciels
informatiques: Situation actuelle et propositions") constitutes one of
the measures in the plan of action for the promotion of industrial
properly presented to the Council of Ministers of the Government of
France by the Minister of Industry and Research.
The report was completed in December 1983 and released to the
public by the Ministry of Industry and Research in June 1984. It was
prepared by a Working Group established under the auspices of the
National Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) and consisted of representatives of the interested ministries, industry, professional organizations and associations, and of professors, lawyers and other professionals. In his preface. Jean-Claude Combaldicu, Director of the Industrial Property Service of the Ministry of Industry and Research,
described the document as follows: "The report of the Working
Group, which is the result of cooperation among the various interested
parlies, endeavors to present a synthesis of the different aspects of the
problem together with proposals accepted by a very large
consensus."
Extracts from the report follow.

The concepts of a computer program and computer
software are complex.
In the first stage (as formulated by the engineer or
programmer analyst), the "future program" is in the
form of a general diagram of the various operations to
be carried out to solve a problem previously analyzed
functionally.
This "flowchart" is usually composed of a series of
algorithms represented graphically or using a
specialized language. It is representative both of the
means of solving the problem and the method of implementation.
This source program is then usually transformed by a
compiler into an object program which can be carried
out by the machine, the compiler itself being a
specialized program forming part of the machine's basic
software.
Programs written in certain languages are not
compiled but interpreted by the machine, which means
that transformation into the "object" code only takes
place at the time of executing the program. In this
particular case, the "object" code only has a fleeting
existence.
It must be noted that the transition from flowchart to
the program itself can also be carried out automatically.
In the case of "software engineering workshops," it is in
fact the computer itself which elaborates programs from
the flowcharts given to it in a specialized language and
using basic algorithms previously stored.
The programs (source or object) are kept on material
supports directly readable by a machine: usually tape,
magnetic disc or floppy disc.
In certain cases, programs are recorded in permanent
internal memories in the computer called R.O.M. (Read
Only Memory).
In its directly operational aspect, an object program
constitutes the "material realization" of intellectual
work originally represented textually.
Other programs allow or facilitate the realization or
the use of a program; this supporting material is usually
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provided at the same time as the program. // is this
combination—program and supporting material—
which constitutes computer software.
While there is much to be said for protection against
reproduction of the descriptive elements of computer
software in their "textual" or graphic aspects, it is even
more important for the practical realization of the
program, which this material allows one to obtain.
(b) Recency and Specificity of Protection Requirements
These characteristics are simultaneously linked to
technological developments, to the recent phenomenon
of widespread infringement and to the two main forms
they can take.
1. The real demand for protection of computer
software is much more recent than the time when these
problems started to tax the wisdom of jurists.
Its origin lies in developments in methods of creating
computer software and in its cost, as well as in its
methods of distribution (sale, leasing).
In the first days of computers, hardware manufacturers sold their software at the same time and it could
only be utilized on their particular hardware: one was
the obligatory complement to the other, hardware and
software were manufactured and elaborated by the
same company, which was able to control the use of one
and the other.
Since then methods have progressed: an independent software market has arisen and hardware
manufacturers, while they still have a large part of the
basic software market, are no longer alone in creating
software; furthermore, the cost of creating or acquiring
computer software has become a more important part—
and in some cases the major part—of the cost of
methods (hardware and software) required for a specific
application.
At the same time, contracts for hardware and/or
software have been separated ("unpackaged").
Under these circumstances the need for computer
software protection became even more acute and it has
become imperative following the growth of program
portability, that is to say, the autonomy of software
compared to hardware, which means that programs can
be used in different types of hardware.
The most portable programs are therefore destined
to be sold on a large scale, like any consumer product
(softwarepackage): this "assembly line production" and
"mass consumption" aspect has become more
noticeable with the development of microcomputers.
The large amount of such software available increases
the probability of fraud and facilitates infringement, at
the same time as opportunities for widespread dissemination of illegal copies make piracy more attractive.
This perhaps explains why certain authors have
assimilated the problem of protecting computer
programs to that of pirating tapes, which are protected
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by copyright, a form of exclusive right towards which
those creating programs have turned.
Unfortunately, the problems of computer software
protection are more complex.
2. The specificity of protection requirements is itself
due to the two principal aspects inherent in
"infringement" in this field, a reflection of the dual
nature of computer software.
First of all. there is the "pure and simple copy" of the
form in which the program is presented. Total or partial
reproduction of this sort is carried out either from the
object program or the source program. From this point
of view, infringement undoubtedly comes under the
1957 copyright law.
It may also take on another form that is further from
copyright but closer to the patent right: this is the intellectual or material use oixhe program: intellectual use of
the inventive aspects contained in the algorithms; unauthorized use of a program description for the purposes
of its material execution; finally, material use of
programs in their concrete form, but under unauthorized conditions.
While the descriptive elements of a program in their
textual or graphic form (such as functional analysis,
detailed analysis, supporting material, description of
programs) are able to take advantage of the protection
afforded by the Law of March 11. 1957, on Literary and
Artistic Property, the same is not true of their utilization
for the concrete execution of a computer program whose
creation process is described in the documents
mentioned above.1
These two forms of piracy already demonstrate the
need for two types of protection.
— one along the lines of the copyright system for the
"reproduction of programs" aspect;
— the other, along the lines of the patent system, for
the "inventive" aspect of programs, in particular.
(c) International Conventions
Taking into account the intellectual aspect of the
creations in question—creations of the intellect such as
literary works and inventions—three major international conventions to which France is party could cover
obligations in the field. However, they shed no light.
The 1883 Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property—whose centenary we have just
celebrated—neither imposes nor prohibits the
protection of programs.
The same is true of the 1886 Berne Convention for
the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works and for the
1952 Universal Copyright Convention: these latter do
not formally include computer programs among the
works that contracting States are obliged to protect.

1
On this question, a comparison could be made with the text of a
patent which allows a person skilled in the art to execute concretely the
invention patented.
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It follows that there is a latent risk of very heterogenous national solutions, subject to what will be said
later concerning more limited international conventions such as the 1973 Munich Convention on the Grant
of European Patents.
Current Methods of Protecting Computer
Software in France
In France, no specific text protects computer
software. On the contrary, it is strictly forbidden to
patent programs as such.
In the absence of any specific text on the protection
of computer software, the methods of protection used
by the interested parties are of two different types, and
they are used together.
The first is exclusive protection: patent and copyright; their use can of course bejustified by the quality of
the right granted under this type of protection:
monopoly of exploitation for a certain term together
with a parallel right of prohibition vis-à-vis third
parties.
The second type is the de facto protection brought
about by secrecy; it is based on technical methods and
on the common law of liability both due to negligence
and breach of contract.
Apart from the fact that the often very high cost of
constructing technical "locks" is reflected in the price of
sale of the software, the effectiveness of these methods
as a whole is only relative and is sometimes illusory.
This is why we do not propose to refer to such
methods, which are in fact only used because there is no
method of exclusive protection, or because it is unadapted or inadequate, as we shall see.
(a) Patent Protection (Law of January, 2 1968, as
Amended, on Patents)
Historically, this was the method towards which
creators of computer software turned.
There were several reasons justifying this trend.
1. Motives Justifying This Trend
The first reason is that, as pointed out by certain
authors, "taking into account the technical aspect of the
creations in question, patent protection seems to be the
most natural."2
The second is that a patent comes under industrial
property law, whose objective is to regulate creations
that are to be applied industrially, that is to say, that will
be used in industry, and whose scope must be "understood in the broadest sense" (Paris Convention, Article 1).
The third is that the conditions for obtaining patents
and the content of the right granted appeared essentially
:

Jurisprudence shows that they are right: recent legal decisions on
such problems have always started by examining whether programs
come under patent protection (Babolat Maillot, Court of Paris.
November 2. 1982; Apple. District Court, Paris. September 21.
1983).

to be well adapted to the situation under examination:
— filing gave rise to the creation of a fixed date:
— the duration of the monopoly granted, namely,
20 years, covered the life cycle of a program
(which is extremely variable and can extend from
several months to more than 20 years in certain
cases);
— above all, a patent gave its owner fairly broad
rights of prohibition covering, in particular, utilization.
From the points of view of general interest and legal
security, the state of computer art was systematically
enriched by the publication of the program's description
18 months after filing, informing third parties at the
same time that a monopoly was being obtained.
Apart from the fact that such publication was not
welcomed by the industrialists involved, there was
another difficulty: how to meet the basic requirements
for obtaining a patent—novelty, inventive activity,
industrial application.
The requirement of the industrial nature or industrial application of the invention appeared to be one of
the most difficult to fulfill.3
Although the concept of industrial application has
evolved and become more flexible, even going so far as
to state that an invention "can be made or used in any
kind of industry," it nevertheless remains true that, for
historical reasons of patent law, even in the present day
there is an underlying concept of treatment of or action
on the subject matter in the concrete sense of the term
(subject, however, to the attitude to be adopted by jurisprudence on the scope of the flexibility mentioned
above and to the Schlumberger judgment which will be
dealt with later.)
This extremely materialistic view of the concept of
industrial nature means that a number of inventions
that are economically valid but which do not directly
carry out such treatment or action are considered to be
non-patentable.
2. Legal and Jurispntdential Solutions
This was why in 1968, following lively discussions it
is true, the legislator excluded computer programs from
patent protection and assimilated them to systems of an
abstract character.4
3
This can be seen from the preparatory work for the Law of
January 2, 1968.
4
The 1963 Strasbourg Convention on the Unification of Certain
Points of Substantive Law on Patents for Invention did not formally
impose this exclusion: at the time of preparatory work on the Law,
France applied most of the provisions of this Convention although it
had not ratified it. Parliamentary debates, however, show that the
Government representative at the time undertook to adopt a similar
solution at the national level when a solution had been found at the
international level regarding the protection of programs (Journal
Officiel of December 20, 1967. Parliamentary Debates, Senate
P.2435).
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This exclusion is contained in Section 6 of the Law as
amended in 1978 in wording taken from the 1973
Munich Convention on the Grant of European
Patents:5
"(2) The following in particular shall not be regarded as inventions within the meaning of paragraph (l):6
"fa) discoveries, scientific theories and mathematical
methods:
"(b) aesthetic creations:
"(c) schemes.rules and methods for performing mental acts,
playing games or doing business, and programs for computers;
"(d) presentations of information.
"(3) The provisions of paragraph (2) shall exclude patentability of the subject matter or activities referred to in that
provision only to the extent to which a patent application or patent
relates to such subject matter or activities as such."

The absence of this definition in the initial text of
1968 allowed the Paris Court to adopt in the first
instance a position deemed restrictive by some (Mobil
Oil).
In this case, the Paris Court categorically refused to
allow the patentability of an invention for a process that
used a computer program; referring to the preparatory
work on the Law of 1968 from which it clearly appeared
that it was the legislator's intention to exclude all
programs without defining whether or not they led to
industrial results, the Court refused to examine whether
or not there was an industrial nature and, if not. whether
its absence was obvious {Mobil Oil, Court of Paris, May
22, 1973); the Supreme Court rejected the appeal (May
28, 1975).
In a second judgment in application of the Law of
1968, although the new Law of 1978 had entered into
force, the Paris Court reversed this legal precedent
{Schlumberger, June 15, 1981).
The invention in question consisted of a process
allowing the physical characteristics of land formations
to be reproduced for the purposes of oil exploration,
through measurements taken during drilling and evaluated by the computer.
The Court first of all considered that on grounds of
principle, "a process could not be excluded from patentability for the sole motive that one or several of its stages
were carried out by a computer controlled by a program;
that such a solution would in fact result in excluding from
patentability the majority of recent important inventions
which necessitated the use of a computer program, and
that such a solution would lead to illogical results at the
practical level."
The Court then examined whether or not in fact the
industrial nature requirement had been satisfied and
replied in the affirmative.

5 This is not surprising in view of the undertakings given by
contracting States to the Munich Convention and the Luxembourg
Convention on a Community Patent to harmonize the substantive
provisions of their national legislation with the Munich
Convention.
6
Section 6( 1 ) defines patentable inventions as those which are new,
involve an inventive step and are susceptible of industrial application.
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"This process is of an industrial nature:
"— in its objective, because it is situated in industry and oil
exploration;
**— in its application, because it does not consist of an abstract
formula but a series of concrete steps materially carried out;
"—in its results, because it enables representation of the
physical characteristics of land formations, which has a technical
effect and is of industrial use."

Finally, the Paris Court emphasized that "the legal
provision prohibiting patentability of computer
programs is a provision of exception which must be the
subject of restricted interpretation."
We believe that this reversal of jurisprudence can be
explained by the international context in which the
judgment was pronounced.
3. The Context of the Schlumberger Judgment
When in 1968 France decided formally to exclude
programs from patent protection in the Law itself, it was
the first country to do so.
However, and despite the existence of a similar
provision in their respective national legislation, foreign
jurisdictions were gradually obliged to give rulings on
the problem of program patentability.
At the time of the Schlumberger judgment—June 15,
1981 —a general trend could be seen globally: this trend
consisted, and still consists, in denying the patentability
of programs claimed as such, giving the reason that they
only constitute mental methods having no industrial
nature, but at the same time admitting the patentability
of processes for industrial use in which one or several
stages are implemented by a program.
This international context, together with the legal
exclusion formulated in a more restricted way in the
new Law of 1978—not applicable in the Schlumberger
case but referred to by the Court—undoubtedly guided
the judges in their interpretation of the texts.
4. Limits of Patent Protection
As some people wrote, "jurisprudence has taken a
step forward."
The decision of the Paris Court is certainly of great
interest for the question we are studying, particularly, its
admission of the industrial nature of the invention in
question. This requirement henceforth seems to be open
to a different interpretation and it has moved somewhat
from the concept of direct action on the subject
matter.
It nevertheless remains true that protection was
granted to a process with an industrial objective whose
implementation required the use of a program.
In the present state of jurisprudence, it does not
appear that the principle of non-patentability of
programs as such has been affected and it is difficult to
see clearly the limits of legal exclusion.
As the patent route has been closed since 1968 and.
without awaiting the Schlumberger judgment—which
in any case only partially corresponds to their expectations—the creators of computer software have turned to
another form of exclusive protection: copyright.
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(b) Protection under Copyright (Law of March 11,1957,
on Literary and Artistic Property)
This route was foreseeable and tempting for several
reasons:
1. Motives Underlying This Trend
— Even though a computer program is the result of
mental work and will always remain so, at least during
the initial stages of elaboration and even with the development of software engineering, the notion of a work of
the intellect capable of being protected by copyright is
very' broad because it is seen independently of its merits
or objectives.
— The Law of March 11, 1957, on Literary' and
Artistic Property protects creations that are original in
their composition and/or expression (as opposed to the
ideas expressed); since computer programs are
composed and expressed in a certain form, it was likely
that they would come under this form of protection,
subject to meeting the requirement of originality.
— The requirement of originality of form is viewed
very flexibly by jurisprudence (protection of almanacs
and directories).
— Finally, and above all, protection is not subject to
any formality; it derives from "the sole fact of
creation."
These endeavors have met with a positive response
in two recent cases.
2. Jurisprudential Solutions
In its first judgment pronounced on November 2,
1982, the Paris Court expressed the view that "the
elaboration of a computer application program is a
work of the intellect that is original in its composition
and expression and goes beyond mere automatic
restrictive logic; that it is not a necessary intellectual
mechanism; that analyst-programmers, like translators,
have to choose between various forms of presentation
and expression; that their choice therefore bears the
stamp of their personality" (Babolat Maillot).
The position adopted by the Paris Court must be
viewed in the light of general considerations as well as
considerations related to the specific context of the
case.
3. The Context of the Babolat Maillot Case
From a general point of view and taking into account
the specific exclusion of programs from patent
protection, there is a very strong doctrinal current in
favor of application of the 1957 Law.
At the national level, this current was considerably
strengthened five months before the judgment was
pronounced, by a reply from the Minister of Justice to a
written question from Mrs. Florence d'Harcourt on the
question.
After recalling that programs were excluded from
patent protection, the Minister considered that "leg-

islation on literary and artistic property (Law of
March 11, 1957) seems more appropriate. The absence
of an 'aesthetic' nature does not preclude computer
software from taking advantage of the protection of this
legislation as works of the intellect expressed in a form
that makes them accessible to others and retaining the
stamp of their authors' personalities through the
original character of their composition" {Journal
Officiel, July 26, 1982).
The Minister of Justice nevertheless emphasized
that "while it is neither urgent nor even called for by the
professionals concerned, in the long term legislation
would no doubt be appropriate."
This point of view was confirmed in a second reply to
another written question.7
Furthermore, and as happened with patent
protection for programs as stages in implementing a
process, the international trend was already created to
protect programs by means of copyright.
As regards the special considerations of this caseunderlined by some authors—they have arisen because
the basic problems in question involve labor laws;
moreover, the appeal against this judgment will soon be
considered by the Social Chamber of the Supreme
Court.
Since this judgment, other decisions have been made
along the same lines.
In two cases concerning video games controlled by a
mini-program, judges applied the 1957 Law assimilating these creations to cinematographic works
{Presotto, District Court, Paris, March 9, 1982; Atari,
District Court, Paris, December 8, 1982,). However,
these cases only concern software protection by
analogy.
Much more relevant is the judgment pronounced on
September 21, 1983, by the First Civil Division of the
District Court of Paris. In this case the judges found a
French company guilty of infringing basic computer
software belonging to an American company, a
conviction based on the 1957 Law (Apple Computer).
The Court, comparing computer programs to
musical compositions, considered that "the personal
effort of the creator is determinant in the result
obtained" and that "since the similarities noted
(between the two programs contested) could not be
explained by programming norms and standards, the
evidence suggests that the nature of computer programs
is that of works of intellect."
This decision, however, is not final.

7
On this question, the second, more recent, reply (Novemebr 7,
1983), is even more open than the preceding one: it mentions the work
of the Committee set up within INPI and responsible for "drawing up
concrete legal proposals in the field" (Journal Officiel, November 7,
1983, Parliamentary Debates, National Assembly, written question no.
35560 from Mr. Bruno Bourg-Broc, pp. 4799-4800).
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4. Consequences of this Jurisprudence as a Whole
and Limits of Copyright Protection
The conclusions to be drawn from this jurisprudence
comprise two aspects.
First of all, a positive aspect, at least in the present
state of the law. To the extent that programs as such are
not protected under a patent, application of the Law of
March 11, 1957, gives the creators of computer software
a legal weapon to:
— combat duplication of their programs; this is
especially important in the case of piracy of software
packages;
— order seizure for infringement and undertake
action for infringement.
Secondly, a negative, or at least limited, aspect due to
the inadequacy and the inappropriate nature of the
protection granted.
Inadequacy:
— because only the form in which the program is
expressed can be protected under the Law of March 11,
1957. It is not certain that any of the author's recognized
rights of reproduction, performance and adaptation, as
defined in this Law, protect him against any utilization
of his software and, in particular, against any material
implementation carried out in conformity with the
source program or with the supporting material, for
example. Without prejudice to anti-competitive or
parasitical acts carried out to the detriment of the
owner—acts that could be punished by action for unfair
competition rather than under the Law of March 11,
1957—the inventive content of the program appears to
remain within the public domain;
— because several authors recognize that the
condition for protection under the 1957 Law—namely,
originality of the composition and/or expression—is
not really adapted to the creations in question; in any
case, when looked at mainly in relation to expression,
this criterion could lead to protection of software that is
very ordinary from the inventive point of view and as
regards a person skilled in the art, or it could even lead to
protection for the large majority of programs. Such a
situation could have unfavorable consequences at the
economic level (a blocking effect).
Furthermore the inappropriate nature:
— because the absence of deposit does not allow the
creator to consolidate his property nor give it a fixed
date;
— because the system governing creation by
employees is not adapted to the computer software
industry: according to the 1957 Law the owner of a right
is the creator, the employer can only be given financial
rights; the employee retains a moral right in his creation,
which he can oppose if his work is transformed;
— because the duration of protection (life of the
author and 50 years after his death) is much too long;
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although certain people might object that "he who can
do more can do less." it is nevertheless true that such a
duration—which is justifiable for literary works—is
likely to slow down the development of software; this is
just one proof that the Law of March 11. 1957, is not
designed to protect computer programs;
— finally, when the growing practice of having
computers implement their own programs (software
engineering) has become more general, only the
program's composition will be capable of being deemed
an intellectual work, the expression would be "the work
of the machine"; it would ensue that the originality
required by the 1957 Law could only be found in the
composition of programs and this would result in
restricting the possibilities for protection afforded by
this Law.
To conclude on this point, reference is made to a
recent declaration by the Executive Committee of the
International Literary and Artistic Association (ALAI),
according to which:
"Protection under copyright law may be afforded to a
computer program where the latter comprises the basic features
generally required for recognizing an intellectual creation as the
subject matter of copyright, particularly where such program does
not solely constitute the result of technical directives incapable of
expression in a different original form,
"Further notes that simple utilization of ideas contained in a
program could escape protection based solely on copyright.
"Is therefore of the opinion that, since copyright might not
always be able to safeguard the interests of the author of a program
adequately, software should be protected not only by copyright but
also by further arrangements adapted to its specific nature, which
should be based on specific legislation and an appropriate international instrument."«

[Summary of the Present Situation in France
and at the International Level]
The present situation both in France and at the international level can be summarized as follows:
— patent protection for processes in which one or
several stages are carried out by a computer controlled
by a program:
— protection by copyright legislation for the formal
aspect of computer programs, it being understood,
however, that apart from the case of the United
States:
• such protection only derives from jurisprudential
interpretations, which are moreover very few and
very recent,
• it is not certain that this form of protection covers
all cases of fraudulent or non-authorized use of
programs or their description; the jurisprudence
has not yet in fact decided upon this question;
s Declaration of October 1983.
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— absence of protection for inventive processes or
systems, which constitute one of the main aspects of
programs and which are the basis of their elaboration;
— imprecision and differences of view regarding the
definitions of various creations grouped together under
the general term of software.
All these problems are complex and the fragmentary
and divergent solutions that are put forward make the
situation even more confused.
Therefore, it is necessary to take measures with a
view to providing some legal safeguards if not clarification.
* * *
Proposals
The extent of the risks facing producers and above all
the relatively favorable position currently occupied byFrance in this field call for the rapid implementation of
effective solutions.
They must nevertheless respect certain conditions or
restrictions both economic and legal.
fa) Economic Conditions
The protection envisaged must be reasonable and
the solutions must therefore:
— be easy to implement and low-cost, this element
being important because among the creators there are a
number of small companies or independent authors;
— be relatively flexible in view of technological
developments, which are likely to be fairly rapid in
coming years;
— not be incompatible with systems in neighboring
countries, in particular, European countries.
This latter aspect is primordial; in the present
context, France's national legislation cannot be fundamentally different from the solutions adopted by its
economic partners and competitors because of the
international convention mechanisms governing the
field.
For the moment it therefore appears to be out of the
question to amend the legislation to allow patentability
of programs as such; since such patentability is not
allowed in other countries, the Paris Convention would
be of no use for the protection of similar patents abroad.
Moreover, it is not certain that, for the formal and
original aspect of the program deposited under a patent
application, the Berne Convention could be invoked.
(b) Legal Constraints
The Berne Convention, which France signed in
1887. comprises a minimum number of conventional
rules which the 74 contracting States have undertaken to
respect, in particular:
— exclusion of any formality—such as deposit—as a
condition for protection (Article 5(2));

— the term of protection comprising the life of the
author (natural person) and 50 years after his death
(Article 7(1));
— assimilation of Unionist works to national
works.

These constraints should not make one lose sight of
the fact that it is necessary to:
— ensure legal safeguards;
— ensure effective protection covering, in
particular, fraudulent acts economically harmful to the
owner.
These considerations govern all actions to be undertaken. They should be followed in two complementary
directions in the short-term and medium-term.
In the Short-Term and at the National Level
1. No Re-Examination of Patent Protection for
Programs Which Are Not Claimed as Such
It is not proposed to re-examine patent protection
for processes with an industrial objective in which one
or several stages are carried out by a computer
controlled by a program (holding in the Schlumberger
case; final decision of the Paris Court of Appeal of June
15, 1981).
2. No Amendment of the Law of March 11, 1957, on
Literary and Artistic Property
Neither is it proposed to amend the Law of March
11, 1957, nor to re-examine the recent jurisprudential
trend towards protecting programs under this Law.
All programs whose formal expression is original
within the meaning given in current jurisprudence are
therefore able to be protected in France under the Law
of March 11, 1957, and abroad under the conditions
provided for in the Berne Convention of 1886 or the
Universal Convention of 1952.
However, none of the legal decisions mentioned
above is final; the Supreme Court has never had the
opportunity to adopt a position on this point.
The limits of these two forms of protection have
been emphasized in the developments above, in
particular, their ability to ensure a sufficient level of
protection and to adapt to foreseeable developments in
methods of creating computer software.
3. Creation of a Sui Generis Right
It is proposed to establish for certain computer
software a complementary system strengthening the
protection at present possible under the two forms of
exclusive rights mentioned above.
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Recourse to the sui generis system would be
optional, that is to say, not excluding recourse to the two
present methods of protection both at the national and
international levels.
Having clarified this point, the sui generis right that
it is proposed to establish would, in outline, be formulated in the following manner, subject, however, to
more detailed thought being given to its modalities.
Substantive Condition and Subject of Protection
Only certain computer software resulting from a
significant intellectual effort on the part of a person
skilled in the art would be able to benefit from this
complementary protection; one possible criterion could
be non-obviousness for an expert.
This non-obviousness for the expert could derive
from
— algorithms,
— combinations of algorithms, even known ones,
having enabled a functional program to be obtained for
one or more applications in the fields of economic,
industrial, commercial or other activities claimed at the
time of deposit.
Formal Condition
Computer software should be the subject of a deposit
in order to be able to benefit from this reinforced
protection; the program itself could be deposited as well
as the written documents showing the non-obviousness
of the computer software whose protection is applied
for.
It is premature to decide whether programs should
be deposited under their source form or their object
form where it exists; the same is true regarding whether
or not the deposit should comprise the totality or only
part of the instructions constituting the program.
With regard to other documents, they could include
elements of analyses and documentation.
Rights Granted
— The computer software deposited would benefit
from a fixed legal date.
— The applicant would be presumed to be the
owner of the computer software deposited.
— Any act harmful to the interests of the owner of
the right would be prohibited, whether it relates to the
material use of the computer software by any means or
under any conditions whatsoever or to its "intellectual"
use.
Right to prohibit:
1. copying the computer software by any means or
in any form, except for legitimate reasons of safekeeping; legitimate safekeeping means safekeeping the
goal of which is to allow the continuation of use of the
computer software initially authorized by the owner of
the rights;
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2. translating the software other than by compiling
or interpreting;
3. using the software to establish a program derived
from it or adapted therefrom and carrying out the functions or applications claimed at the time of deposit of
the software, or similar functions or applications:
4. using the software to control the operation of a
machine or storing it in a machine without the authorization of the proprietor,
5. offering or stocking for the purposes of sale, hire,
or license or selling, importing, exporting, leasing or
licensing the computer software;
6. disclosing the computer software or facilitating its
disclosure to any person before it is made accessible to
the public with the consent of the proprietor.
In addition, incitement to acts mentioned under
paragraphs 1 to 6 should be prohibited.
Such acts could involve the criminal liability of their
author, in view of the acts of "piracy" that they
imply.
Strengthened Duration of Protection
The duration could be 20 years from the date of
deposit, but this question remains open.
Publication
Two forms of publication could be envisaged.
1. After the deposit and during the term of
protection, a list of deposits could be published in an
Official Bulletin showing:
—
—
—
—

the name of the depositor;
the title of the computer software filed;
the applications claimed;
where appropriate, a descriptive abstract of the
computer software or, at least its main characteristics.

During the term of protection, the computer
software deposited would remain secret and would be
handed over only to the applicant or upon request by the
public prosecutor.
2. At the expiration of the term of protection, the
computer software deposited would be accessible to any
interested party.
Substantive Examination
The deposited computer software would not be the
subject of substantive examination at the time of
deposit; it is only in the case of litigation that the courts
would be called upon to decide whether the conditions
laid down for granting the requested protection have
been met, resorting to a judicial investigation if
necessary.
In the affirmative, the prohibitions mentioned
above could be invoked.
In the negative, the protection afforded by the other
legal routes, such as the Law of March 11, 1957, would
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remain open to the extent that the conditions for such
protection have been met.

In the Medium-Term and at the
International and National Levels
The system that is proposed to be set up must be
capable of being modified in the light of international
developments.
It is therefore appropriate to participate actively in
the workofWIPO:
— in respect of the examination of the possibilities
and limits of computer software protection under
existing international conventions;
— in respect of the formulation of a special treaty
ensuring well-defined and effective protection for
computer software in all its aspects;
— in respect of studying in detail the problems of
protection for integrated circuits; there does not appear

to have been any thought given to this question either at
the international or national levels. From the point of
view of French economic interests, this question is not
yet urgent; nevertheless, it would be easier to implement
solutions at the national level if the bases of an appropriate system of protection existed at the international
level.
Finally, it should be pointed out that a working group
has been set up within the European Patent Office to
study these problems with reference to the possibilities
of protection by means of patents. Its mandate is to
define as clearly as possible the limits excluding
programs from patentability that are contained in the
1973 Munich Convention on the Grant of European
Patents and in the French Law of 1968, as amended. The
result will no doubt be changes in the provisions
concerning practical examination at the European
Patent Office.
In view of the harmonization that will result at the
national level, INPI must participate very actively in
the work of this working group.
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Calendar of Meetings

VVIPO Meetings
(Not all WIPO meetings arc listed. Dates are subject to possible change.)

1984
November 5 to 9 (Geneva) - Committee of Experts on Biotechnological Inventions
November 19 to 23 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Groups on Special Questions and on Planning
November 26 to 30 (Paris) - Group of Experts on Copyright Problems Related to the Rental of Phonograms and \ ideograms (convened jointly with
Unesco)
November 26 to December 7 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Group on Search Information
December 10 to 14 (Paris) — Group of Experts on the Intellectual Property Aspects of the Protection of Folklore at the International Level (convened
jointly with Unesco)
December 17 (Geneva) — Informal Meeting with International Non-Governmental Organizations Essentially Concerned with Industrial Property
December 17 (Geneva) - Informal Meeting with International Non-Governmental Organizations Essentially Concerned with Copyright and Neighboring Rights

1985
January' 21 to 25 (Geneva) — International Patent Classification (IPC) Union: Committee of Experts
February 4 to 8 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee for Development Cooperation Related to Copyright and Neighboring Rights
February 25 to March 1 (Geneva) — Group of Experts on Copyright Protection of Computer Software (convened jointly with Unesco)
March 11 to 15 (Geneva) — Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Group on General Information
March 18 to 22 (Paris) - Group of Experts on Copyright Problems in the Field of Direct Broadcasting Satellites (convened jointly with
Unesco)
April 22 to 26 (Paris) - Joint Uneseo-WIPO Consultative Committee on the Access by Developing Countries to Works Protected by Copyright
(convened jointly with Unesco)
May 6 to 17 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Group on Search Information
June 6 to 14 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Groups on Planning and on Special Questions
June 17 to 25 (Paris) - Berne Union: Executive Committee (Extraordinary Session) (sitting together, for the discussion of certain items, with the
Intergovernmental Committee of the Universal Copyright Convention)
June 26 to 28 (Paris) — Rome Convention: Intergovernmental Committee (Ordinary Session) (convened jointly with ILO and Unesco)
September 11 to 13 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Group on Patent Information for Developing
Countries
September 16 to 20 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI)
September 23 to October 1 (Geneva) - Governing Bodies (WIPO General Assembly, Conference and Coordination Committee; Assemblies of the
Paris, Madrid, Hague, Nice, Lisbon, Locarno, IPC, PCT, Budapest, TRT and Berne Unions; Conferences of Representatives of the Paris, Hague,
Nice and Berne Unions; Executive Committees of the Paris and Berne Unions; Committee of Directors of the Madrid Union; Council of the Lisbon
Union)
October 7 to 11 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Group on General Information
November 18 to 22 (Geneva) - Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Groups on Special Questions and on Planning
November 25 to December 6 (Geneva) — Permanent Committee on Patent Information (PCPI): Working Group on Search Information

UPOV Meetings
1984
November 6 and 7 (Geneva) - Technical Committee
November 8 and 9 (Geneva) - Administrative and Legal Committee
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Other Meetings Concerned with Industrial Property
1984
Center for the International Study of Industrial Property — December 3 to 7 (Strasbourg) — Seminar on the Drafting of European Patent Claims and
Notices of Opposition

European Patent Organisation — December 3 to 7 (Munich) — Administrative Council
Pacific Industrial Property Association — November 7 to 9 (Sendai) — 15th International Congress
1985
Center for the International Study of Industrial Property — January 28 to February- 1 (Strasbourg) — Seminar on Legal Problems Concerning the
European Patent Convention, the Paris Convention, the Patent Cooperation Treaty and the Community Patent Convention
European Patent Organisation — June 10 to 14 and December 4 to 7 (Munich) — Administrative Council
Hungarian Group of the International Association for the Protection of Industrial Property and the Hungarian Association for the Protection of
Industrial Property — September 2 to 6 (Budapest) — Sixth International Conference on "New Technical Tendencies and Industrial Property
Protection"
International Association for the Protection of Industrial Property — May 13 to 19 (Rio de Janeiro) — Executive Committee
International Federation of Industrial Property Attorneys — June 3 to 7 (Augsburg) — World Congress
Japanese Government — April 18 and 19 (Tokyo) — Celebration and Symposium Commemorating the Centenary of the Japanese Industrial Property
System
1986
International Association for the Protection of Industrial Property — June 8 to 13 (London) — XXXIII Congress

